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Dnd 5e friends disguise self
When I play the user of magic, I like to combine spells in clever ways. D&amp;D 5e has a lot of cool spells. What are the best spell combinations for D&amp;D 5e? D&amp;D 5e's best spell combinations often include some way to paralyze the enemy and then deal with damage or make
movement hurt and force the enemy to move. There are also many ways to reduce savings throws and then use a spell that requires a savings throw. But with so many possibilities, it's certainly not the only fun. Instead of spending hours studying spell lists, I decided to ask you. And here
are the best spell combinations you can come up with: Low-level spell combinationsReduce and Mage hand spell combinationIf you're an ant or half-back, cast reduces to weigh 10 lbs or less. Then throw the mage hand to fly you away. Disguise yourself and friends spell comboCast
disguise themselves first to change appearance. Then they throw their friends to influence the enemy. Just before the friends are over, turn the corner and dispel the disguise so the angry enemy doesn't know you're the one who threw the friends. You can also combine the disguise itself
with the fog cloud. When attacked by enemies, first throw a cloud of fog, then cast yourself into looking like an enemy or the slight illusion of creating an object to hide. Great low-level escape plan. Bane and a vicious mock spell combination of bane reduce attacks and save 1d4 up to three
creatures, followed by vicious taunts to give inconvenience to the next attack roll. Although it does not deal with major damage, it prevents major damage that deals with the bad guy, being effective and making them more susceptible to magic attacks/abilities. Find a familiar one and
Command spell comboCommand lets you disassemble your opponent, and a familiar owl can throw in and take a gun out of reach, possibly even bring it to the party fighter. Fat and fog cloud spell combinationThis is a great way for low-level bikers to slow down a large group or throw them
into confusion. I'm going to let you fight the stray, not the full enemy power. A mid-range and high-level spell combinationHold person and a sickening Radiance spell combinationT need two wheels. Keep a person to give the advantage of hitting enemies and preventing them from moving.
Disgusting radiation is a 30ft radial green light that causes halved speed, 4d10 poison damage in a failed Con save AND gives exhaustion during each failed recording inside the aura. A wall of force or a power cage and a disgusting radiant spell combination The wall of the Force/Force
Cage keeps enemies written (except disintegration). The disgusting Radiance gives 100 Con Saves with a defect, which gives a level of exhaustion (and some damage) unless it is dissilled. When you use this combination with a dome-erected make sure you first set the disgusting radiation.
Why? pg 204 phb. Clear path to target: In order to target something, you need to have a clear path to it, so it can't be behind you Cover. It still says that if you target something behind the total cover, the spell effect will happen near the barrier. The cover is also a cover, even if it is
transparent. The cover is a physical barrier, not necessarily visual. Unless the spell says otherwise, you can't throw it at someone or someone behind the perfect protection. This is one of the big mechanical differences between the Power Barrier and Force Cage. The first prevents most
spells from being thrown through the barrier. With the latter, you can capture the enemy and still rain magical hell on them. The combination still works, you just have to count Sickening Radiance first and then the power barrier second. A mental weapon and a spell combination of a power
barrierIt's basically a blender. Create a dome on the wall of power and use a spiritual weapon... Blend. Polymorph and Power word kill spell combinationFirst uses polymorph to select a creature under 100 HP. Then use the power word to kill the creature. Remember. The power said Kill
WILL NOT harm. It's going to kill the creature. That's why this combination works. Move the earth and lightning spell combination Create a trenches, go in and blast. This combination works with almost any radial spell, especially if it requires concentration, since you get a partial (total) cover.
Give the curse and Bigby's hand spell combinationBestow Curse using 5. The curse is that Str saves and checks. The Crushing Hand version of Bigby's means that the subject must do a grapple check (at a disadvantage) to avoid damage. Enemies also waste their turn tating anything and
they take an extra d8 damage in close combat. (I think all) attacks, so hitting them to death also works well. Keep them upset, incapable and beat them to death if you can't crush them. Hex and Scorching ray spell comboT this combination produces three 3d6 attacks with each casting. Toss
the hench first and follow it with a scorching Ray to add an extra d6 each time one of your rays hits. At a higher level, it puts about 15 d6 if they all hit. Of course, if you throw a hen house, the only other spells you can do during that turn are country tops. Another fun method is Melf's Minute
Meteors. If you can throw it away before the fight – even better. Round 1: Bonus action (Hex) + Cantrip or attack your choiceRound 2: Curse of Hexblade (if Hexblade Warlock) Melf's Minute Meteors (send 1-2 after them with extra hexax damage... both hexes)Round 3+ Use the bonus
function to send more meteors and you can also cast more spells, country tripsy or attacks for most of the rest of the battle. Hex is also stacking with Crown of Stars, which can be thrown up to an hour earlier and also cause some fine damage. Death Ward and Magic jar spell combination
This is controversial, but death ward and magic jar readings can lead to a fun combination: has the death ward been thrown on top place the magic jar and its object, succeed in changing the body, trigger the state of death in the ward (you want to leave the jar and your original body), the
death ward triggers, but since you are out of range of your original body, you will still remain in the target's body (permanently). the end of the spell on the condition of death is a controversial part; If you're out of range, will you go back to your original body or not? If you are okay with a
permanent body sweep, you can season it with a real polymorph: find your targets (dragon, arch cave, etc.), a real polymorph into the humanoid form so they can get a magic jar, continue as above, there is a real polymorph dissipate when the body change is complete... presto change-o!
Storm ball and Web spell combinationCast Storm ball into difficult terrain, damage every round and lightning. Then throw in the net to keep the enemy in place. I hope for a beacon and any healing magic spell combinationAuto a full improvement towards the improvement made. Works with
potions and spells. Sleep and fireball spell combination Because they fall asleep first and then... You know, fire. The Demiplane and Wish spell combinations have some random items and a scroll flight shift (a backup spell book is most likely recommended if you are a wizard). Best done
during the outage. First throw demiplane, type, set random items (+spell book) and scroll. Next, let's cast Wish (Clone), leave the demiplane. Do all this again tomorrow... and the next day... and the next day... Probably good 3-5 times for security depending on how dangerous the world
really is. When you get a new level, do it again! After 120 days, your first clone will be online. Of course, if you even out and die... It's DM's consideration whether you go to the last created clone or the first one, so you might lose the level, but you're basically immortal. Spike growth and
Thorn whip spell combination Red zone around the enemy – then pull them through it. You can replace the spike whip with any business spell, such as compulsion, dissonant whispering, etc. Spiritual weapon and toll dead spell combination Use of spiritual weapon to do initial damage to
pump toll dead at first turn. In the second round, you can repeat the combination or cast other spells while using your bonus function to attack with a spiritual weapon without focus. Heat the metal and the Mage hand spell combination Heat the metal to overheat the door handle and then
sing into the door. Kevin!!! Slow and Fireball/Flame Strike spell combinationSlow gives enemies harm dex save they need to make a fireball/flame strike. A magical circle and Hadar's hunger spell combination TheMagian circle traps a valid object and then Hadar's hunger spoils it. The
magic circle lasts an hour and Hadar's hunger. Concentration. Animate objects and crusader Mantle spell combinationS floating daggers dealing with 1d4+4 piercings and 1d6 radiant per lap because they are close to the paladin and do not require any action or bonus from the bike.
Animate a dead and cloudkill spell combination Of a small army of zombies around to grab your targets, then drop cloudkill on them. Sure, they'll probably kill the zombies eventually, but it's a serious slogan to get rid of all those stains. The Wall of Power and Leomund's small combination of
cottage spells As a Dome or wall of the Force Wall, which prevents almost all enemies from accessing them (except teleportation), it takes 10 minutes. The wizard starts throwing Leomund's Tiny Hut for 1 minute, lasts 8 hours. Inside the hut, the wizard can use a relaxing minute to create a
teleportation circle. Perfect escape plan for a multi-wheel party. Blink and Haste spell comboBlink and speed up to go well together as a way to be almost untouchable. It's great that you have double the speed of a higher armour class and a 50% chance of not hitting. Conjured forest days
and PolymorphFirst, conjured up 8 fairies. Then the fairies threw polymorph. Either you increase the strength of the party or you reduce enemies. Reduce and WebMake your enemy's smaller smaller movement. Then throw the net. Like a fly... I don't think that's a metaphor. Prismatic wall
and reverse gravityCast prismatic wall as a ball in the air. Then reverse gravity. If there's nothing to grab, there's nothing but reverse gravity. It's 14 floors. Then you stop focusing on reverse gravity and drop them back through. Let them hit the ground and turn gravity again, even if most
things are dead, rocks or in another dimension. This combination can solo Tarrasque.D&amp;D 5e combos that use three spells or more fromTransmute stone to mud, Slow and Fireball spell combinationFirst, converting stone to mud, reducing the speed of movement. Then throw slowly to
further slow down the speed and AC power of the movement. Then throw a fireball with a lot of damage. Best to make a group so you can get as much damage as possible. Create water and shape water and Prestidigitation spell comboCast creates water first to create water. Then cast
shape water to freeze the water. Finally, cast prestidigitation to flavor said ice. Bam! Infinite snow cones! Open your snow cone shop and conquer the world franchise! Conjur up an element, the Magic Circle, and Planar's binding planer comboCast conjures an elemental circle of elementality
and magic circles around what you call, immediately severing the focus and starting to cast planar binding. Total casting time 1 hour and 2 minutes, and the element is tied to 24 hours (or 10 days if you use a level 6 location) without concentration. Charm, Dimension Door and Slow Fall spell
comboDimension Door is a condition that you can bring a willing addition with you. Charm them so that they trust that You're taking them for a ride. for a ride. They 500 feet in the air, let them go, and slowly throw them on you. Added advantage: if you're still in battle and you fall slowly when
you're closer to the ground, like 15-100 feet, you can keep blowing up the enemy while you're still in the air beyond the reach of melee attacks. Reserve spell, Otiluke's tenacious sphere and the spell combination of the Death Department The combination of three spells is immediately
triggered. Thrown a tenacious ball into a spare spell. Make a backup plan when the death ward goes off. Instead of getting an FA, you're in a protective shell for 1 hp and so on. It deserves a lot of style points and you can make all sorts of creative plays in addition to getting better from the
shell and/or throwing a high level of wrong life. Or you can roll yourself away from the threat of your hamster ball.... It's your choice. Time stop and x4 delayed fireball spell combinationFinland turning away without looking at the explosion. Then walk heroically away from the explosion. Final
thoughts It takes several rounds to broadcast more than one spell. The longer the plans take, the more time the enemies have to ruin your combination. There are a couple of ways to minimize this problem. Plaster time stops first. This, of course, requires one more high-level spell. Fall a
contingency plan to trigger the spell and fall the second spell just after the first trigger. Cast a quick spell. Take simulacrum from yourself. Toss the combination with the wheel of the second spell. This requires teamwork and a little planning during spelling selection. And it is also in the spirit
of this collaborative game, but somehow rarely achieved. Of course, if players can use these ybos, so can DM's. Don't be surprised if you find your smart combinations that gain popularity with your enemies. I'm Paul. I enjoy RPG, unicorns, world peace and crushing trolls. Here at
DungeonVault, I answer questions about the games you love and create great stuff for RPG. LEGAL INFORMATIONT's site is owned and operated by DungeonVault LLC; A participant in the DrivethruRPG partnership program, which aims to provide sites with a way to earn advertising fees
by linking drivethrurpg.com. DungeonVault LLC deserves a small reward for inviting visitors. So thrilled to see the puzzles of Paul – GeekTyrant – Bestseller that I've been running games for over 20 years, and this is my favorite puzzle so far. It has enormous repetition value. I'll slap these
on anything. Setting the difficulty setting works organically. Thieves get two extra pieces of puzzle for my campaign. Can't recommend it enough!– Roberto – Top ratedTin is so much more than just a bunch of puzzles. You'll get enough material to run an entire adventure or even a
campaign. I first wanted to use these caves for side studies. But we ended up abandoning to find more rinds. Very versatile and simple but solid. – Jeff, Sleepy DM – Last posts
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